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Jiangmen Underground Neutrino Observatory 2

news!!!
“Work has started on a huge 
underground neutrino lab in 
China. The $330m Jiangmen 
Underground Neutrino 
Observatory (JUNO) is being 
built in Kaiping City, Guangdong 
Province, in the south of the 
country around 150 km west of 
Hong Kong. When complete in 
2020, JUNO is expected to run 
for more than 20 years, studying 
the relationship between the 
three types of neutrino: electron, 
muon and tau.”

http://english.ihep.cas.cn/rs/fs/juno0815
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US-JUNO group holds an observer 
status in collaboration

JUNO Collaboration 3
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physics programme…
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•(reactor-ν) mass hierarchy (atmospheric)…

•subdominant (θ13 modulated) spectral distorsion 

•driven by Δm2(atmospheric)

•vacuum effect→ no via matter enhance effects

•complementarity to ORCA/PINGU, NOνA, LBN{A,Z}

•(reactor-ν) solar δm2 & θ12 highest precision…

•needed for CP-violation (Jarlskog Invariant)→ ambiguities

•complementarity to T2K/NOνA & LBN{A,Z}

•→ no θ23-octant or δCP ambiguities (not bad)

•test: Solar (MSW) vs KamLAND (distorsion: not ideal baseline)

•(reactor-ν) unique solar⊕atmospheric vacuum-oscillations fit

•(supernova-ν) unique capabilities (size & observation: IBD, νe, νx)

•(proton-decay) unique capabilities (size & unique channels)

•proton fraction larger in scintillator than water (up to 2x)

•(geo-ν) observation (reactor-ν large BG)→ aid geo-physics

•other physics…

•solar-ν, non-standard-interaction (different phase-space), etc

what to do with the largest LS detector in the world?5

δm2

Energy Visible (MeV)

Δm2 (i.e. period)

sin2(2θ13)
sin2(2θ12)

“atmospheric” 
oscillations

“solar” 
oscillations
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the gate to Mass Hierarchy is open…
how to resolve neutrino mass hierarchy using reactor neutrinos?

•KamLAND (long-baseline) measures δm2 very precisely

•DB/DC/RENO observe θ13 oscillation (T2K appearance too)

•reactor @ ~50km→ atmospheric & solar oscillations interference

•reactor oscillations follow Δm231: difference (NH vs IV) is δm2

•vacuum oscillation energy distorsion→ negligible MSW

•sub-dominant oscillation (θ13 amplitude)→ ~3% resolution
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Figure 2: The reactor ν̄e energy spectrum at distance L = 20 km from the source, in the absence of
ν̄e oscillations (double-thick solid line) and in the case of ν̄e oscillations characterized by ∆m2

31 =
2.5 × 10−3 eV2, sin2 2θ⊙ = 0.8 and sin2 θ = 0.05. The thick lines are obtained for ∆m2

⊙ = 2 × 10−4

eV2 and correspond to NH (light grey) and IH (dark grey) neutrino mass spectrum. Shown is also the
spectrum for ∆m2

⊙ = 6 × 10−4 eV2 in the NH (dotted) and IH (dashed) cases.

Applying eq. (17) with ∆m2 = ∆m2
31, one sees that for the ranges of L which allow to probe

∆m2
⊙ from the LMAMSW solution region, the total event rate is not sensitive to the oscillations driven

by ∆m2
31 ∼> 1.5 × 10−3 eV2. Thus, the total event rate analysis would determine ∆m2

⊙ which would
be the same for both the normal and inverted hierarchy neutrino mass spectrum.
4.2 Energy Spectrum Distortions

An unambiguous evidence of neutrino oscillations would be the characteristic distortion of the
ν̄e energy spectrum. This is caused by the fact that, at fixed L, neutrinos with different energies reach
the detector in a different oscillation phase, so that some parts of the spectrum would be suppressed
more strongly by the oscillations than other parts. The search for distortions of the ν̄e energy spectrum
is essentially a direct test of the ν̄e oscillations. It is more effective than the total rate analysis since it
is not affected, e.g., by the overall normalization of the reactor ν̄e flux. However, such a test requires a
sufficiently high statistics and sufficiently good energy resolution of the detector used.

Energy spectrum distortions can be studied, in principle, in an experiment with L ∼= (20 − 25)
km. In Fig. 2 we show the comparison between the ν̄e spectrum expected for ∆m2

⊙ = 2 × 10−4 eV2

and ∆m2
⊙ = 6 × 10−4 eV2 and the spectrum in the absence of ν̄e oscillations. No averaging has been

performed and the possible detector resolution is not taken into account. The curves show the product
of the probabilities given by eqs. (9) and (13) and the predicted reactor ν̄e spectrum [36]. As Fig.
2 illustrates, the ν̄e spectrum in the case of oscillation is well distinguishable from that in the absence
of oscillations. Moreover, for ∆m2

⊙ lying in the interval 10−4 eV2 < ∆m2
⊙ ∼< 8.0 × 10−4 eV2, the

shape of the spectrum exhibits a very strong dependence on the value of ∆m2
⊙. A likelihood analysis

of the data would be able to determine the value of ∆m2
⊙ from the indicated interval with a rather good

precision. This would require a precision in the measurement of the e+−spectrum, which should be
just not worse than the precision achieved in the CHOOZ experiment and that planned to be reached in

8

Petcov&Piai, Phys. Lett. B533 (2002) 94-106
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✓Mass hierarchy is reflected in the spectrum 

✓Signal independent of the unknown δCP or θ23-octant

• Realization&Plausibility: L. Zhan et al, PRD.78.111103; J. Learned et al PRD.78.071302; and DYB/RENO

Δm312(IH)≠Δm312(NH)
⇒ δ~3% (i.e. δm2/Δm2)

Δm231 Δm231
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Fourier analysis for Mass Hierarchy determination

• Treating L/E as the time domain, the frequency 
domain simply corresponds to Δm2

• In the Δm2 domain, take Δm2
32 as the 

reference point,
- NH: take “+” sign, the effective Δm2 peaks on the right 

of Δm2
32, then a valley

- IH:  take “-” sign, the effective Δm2 peaks on the left of 
Δm2

32, right to a valley

• Δm2 spectra have very distinctive features for 
different hierarchies

7

L. Zhan et al., PRD78(2008)111103 
J. Learned et al proposed the FT power spectrum method 2006
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energy resolution of JUNO detector…8

•the 3% requirement arises from ratio δm2/Δm2 

•i.e. the solar to atmospheric mass-squared difference 

•need energy resolution ~ 3% @ 1MeV 

•stochastic term (a/√E)→ a ≤ 3% 

•non-stochastic term under investigation (next)

Figure 1: The MH discrimination ability for the proposed reactor neutrino experiment
as functions of the baseline (left panel) and the detector energy resolution (right panel)
with the method of the least squares function in Eq. (10).

Cores YJ-C1 YJ-C2 YJ-C3 YJ-C4 YJ-C5 YJ-C6
Power (GW) 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9
Baseline(km) 52.75 52.84 52.42 52.51 52.12 52.21

Cores TS-C1 TS-C2 TS-C3 TS-C4 DYB HZ
Power (GW) 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 17.4 17.4
Baseline(km) 52.76 52.63 52.32 52.20 215 265

Table 1: Summary of the power and baseline distribution for the Yangjiang (YJ) and
Taishan (TS) reactor complexes, as well as the remote reactors of Daya Bay (DYB) and
Huizhou (HZ).

uncertainty (1%). We use 200 equal-size bins for the incoming neutrino energy between
1.8 MeV and 8.0 MeV.

We can fit both the normal MH and inverted MH with the least squares method
and take the difference of the minima as a measurement of the MH sensitivity. The
discriminator of the neutrino MH can be defined as

∆χ2
MH = |χ2

min(N)− χ2
min(I)|, (11)

where the minimization process is implemented for all the relevant oscillation parameters.
Note that two local minima for each MH [χ2

min(N) and χ2
min(I)] can be located at different

positions of |∆m2
ee|. This particular discriminator is used to obtain the optimal baseline

and to explore the impact of the energy resolution, which are shown in the left and right
panels of Figure 1. Ideally a sensitivity of ∆χ2

MH ≃ 16 can be obtained at the baseline
around 50 km and with a detector energy resolution of 3%.

The baselines to two reactor complexes should be equal. The impact of unequal
baselines is shown in the left panel of Figure 2, by keeping the baseline of one reactor
unchanged and varying that of another. A rapid oscillatory behavior is observed and
demonstrates the importance of baseline differences for the reactor cores. To evaluate
the impact from the spacial distribution of individual cores, we take the actual power

5

Y.F. Li et al, PRD88(2013)013008
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energy scale accuracy (i.e. bias & systematics)…

•if energy reconstruction→ bias or non-linearity residuals 

•⇒ signals might disappear or wrong (solution)

•various studies show ≲1% uncertainty is needed

9

3

Figure 3. The region of sensitivity to resolv-
ing the mass hierarchy in sin2 2θ13−event num-
ber (per detector) space. The black solid, the red
dashed, and the blue dotted curves denote the re-
gion boundary at 90%, 95%, and 99% CL, respec-
tively. The uncorrelated systematic uncertainties
are assumed to be of 0.2%.

We now turn to the question of whether reac-
tor neutrinos can be used to determine the neu-
trino mass hierarchy using the difference in the
disappearance probability for the normal and in-
verted hierarchies. This issue has been discussed
in some detail in a recent paper with respect to
the Hanohano experiment, see [3]. In Fig. 4 we
have plotted the percentage difference in the dis-
appearance probability assuming

∆m2
ee(IH) = 1.008× ∆m2

ee(NH) (4)

with this choice the difference between the two
hierarchies is minimized in the energy window 2-
8 MeV accessible with reactors. If we know the
energy of the neutrinos exactly, Eobs = Etrue,
then the difference between the two hierarchies is
approximately 1%.

However, if the measured neutrino energy dif-
fers from the true energy by a small amount, say

Eobs = 1.015Etrue − 0.07 MeV, (5)

Figure 4. The percentage difference between the
inverted hierarchy and the normal hierarchy. The
blue curve is assuming Eobs = Etrue and max-
imum difference is less than 2%. Whereas for
the red curve we have assumed that Eobs =
1.015Etrue − 0.07 MeV for the IH, so as to repre-
sent a relative calibration uncertainty in the neu-
trino energy. Here the maximum percentage dif-
ference is less than 0.5%.

then the difference between the inverted hierarchy
oscillation probability using Eobs and the normal
hierarchy with Etrue can be considerable smaller
than 1%. Thus, the requirements for determining
the neutrino mass hierarchy with reactor neutri-
nos are very stringent.

I wish to thank the organizers of NOW 2008,
Prof. Fogli and Prof. Lisi, for a wonderfully stim-
ulating atmosphere.
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the detector: where?10
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• The power lies in the contrast between the 
lower part and the higher part of the 

inverse beta decay spectrum  

• The baseline needs to be 50km - 60km

Figure 1: The MH discrimination ability for the proposed reactor neutrino experiment
as functions of the baseline (left panel) and the detector energy resolution (right panel)
with the method of the least squares function in Eq. (10).

Cores YJ-C1 YJ-C2 YJ-C3 YJ-C4 YJ-C5 YJ-C6
Power (GW) 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9
Baseline(km) 52.75 52.84 52.42 52.51 52.12 52.21

Cores TS-C1 TS-C2 TS-C3 TS-C4 DYB HZ
Power (GW) 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 17.4 17.4
Baseline(km) 52.76 52.63 52.32 52.20 215 265

Table 1: Summary of the power and baseline distribution for the Yangjiang (YJ) and
Taishan (TS) reactor complexes, as well as the remote reactors of Daya Bay (DYB) and
Huizhou (HZ).

uncertainty (1%). We use 200 equal-size bins for the incoming neutrino energy between
1.8 MeV and 8.0 MeV.

We can fit both the normal MH and inverted MH with the least squares method
and take the difference of the minima as a measurement of the MH sensitivity. The
discriminator of the neutrino MH can be defined as

∆χ2
MH = |χ2

min(N)− χ2
min(I)|, (11)

where the minimization process is implemented for all the relevant oscillation parameters.
Note that two local minima for each MH [χ2

min(N) and χ2
min(I)] can be located at different

positions of |∆m2
ee|. This particular discriminator is used to obtain the optimal baseline

and to explore the impact of the energy resolution, which are shown in the left and right
panels of Figure 1. Ideally a sensitivity of ∆χ2

MH ≃ 16 can be obtained at the baseline
around 50 km and with a detector energy resolution of 3%.

The baselines to two reactor complexes should be equal. The impact of unequal
baselines is shown in the left panel of Figure 2, by keeping the baseline of one reactor
unchanged and varying that of another. A rapid oscillatory behavior is observed and
demonstrates the importance of baseline differences for the reactor cores. To evaluate
the impact from the spacial distribution of individual cores, we take the actual power

5

Y.F. Li et al PRD88(2013)013008
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the baseline design fine tuning…11

Figure 2: The variation (left panel) of the MH sensitivity as a function of the baseline
difference of two reactors and the comparison (right panel) of the MH sensitivity for the
ideal and actual distributions of the reactor cores.

Figure 3: Two classes of typical examples for the residual non-linear functions in our
simulation.

and baseline distribution of each core of the Yangjiang (YJ) and Taishan (TS) nuclear
power plant, shown in Table 1. The remote reactors in the Daya Bay (DYB) and the
possible Huizhou (HZ) power plant are also included. The reduction of sensitivity due to
the actual distribution of reactor cores is shown in the right panel of Figure 2, which gives
a degradation of ∆χ2

MH ≃ 5. In all the following studies, the actual spacial distribution
of reactor cores for the Daya Bay II Experiment is taken into account.

4 Energy Non-Linearity Effect

The detector energy response is also crucial for Daya Bay II since a precise energy spec-
trum of reactor neutrinos is required. Assuming the energy non-linearity correction is
imperfect, we study its impact to the sensitivity by including in our simulation a residual
non-linearity between the measured and expected neutrino spectra. Assume the detector

6

Y.F. Li et al PRD88(2013)013008

Figure 1: The MH discrimination ability for the proposed reactor neutrino experiment
as functions of the baseline (left panel) and the detector energy resolution (right panel)
with the method of the least squares function in Eq. (10).

Cores YJ-C1 YJ-C2 YJ-C3 YJ-C4 YJ-C5 YJ-C6
Power (GW) 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9
Baseline(km) 52.75 52.84 52.42 52.51 52.12 52.21

Cores TS-C1 TS-C2 TS-C3 TS-C4 DYB HZ
Power (GW) 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 17.4 17.4
Baseline(km) 52.76 52.63 52.32 52.20 215 265

Table 1: Summary of the power and baseline distribution for the Yangjiang (YJ) and
Taishan (TS) reactor complexes, as well as the remote reactors of Daya Bay (DYB) and
Huizhou (HZ).

uncertainty (1%). We use 200 equal-size bins for the incoming neutrino energy between
1.8 MeV and 8.0 MeV.

We can fit both the normal MH and inverted MH with the least squares method
and take the difference of the minima as a measurement of the MH sensitivity. The
discriminator of the neutrino MH can be defined as

∆χ2
MH = |χ2

min(N)− χ2
min(I)|, (11)

where the minimization process is implemented for all the relevant oscillation parameters.
Note that two local minima for each MH [χ2

min(N) and χ2
min(I)] can be located at different

positions of |∆m2
ee|. This particular discriminator is used to obtain the optimal baseline

and to explore the impact of the energy resolution, which are shown in the left and right
panels of Figure 1. Ideally a sensitivity of ∆χ2

MH ≃ 16 can be obtained at the baseline
around 50 km and with a detector energy resolution of 3%.

The baselines to two reactor complexes should be equal. The impact of unequal
baselines is shown in the left panel of Figure 2, by keeping the baseline of one reactor
unchanged and varying that of another. A rapid oscillatory behavior is observed and
demonstrates the importance of baseline differences for the reactor cores. To evaluate
the impact from the spacial distribution of individual cores, we take the actual power

5

•reactor cores at the same power plant ~km apart  

•If baselines shifted by half oscillation length 

•⇒ oscillation cancels (interference) 

•design optimised: baseline differences ≤0.5km
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Mass Hierarchy significance…

•~3σ→ spectral measurement 
with no Δm2 external constrain 

•~4σ→ external Δm2 measured 
to ~1% error (νμ disappearance 
with ν-beam off-axis) 

- Δm2 @~1% by T2K+NOvA  

- combined analysis [1312.1477]

12

ingredients… 

✓Realistic reactor distributions considered 

✓20kt valid target mass ⊕ 36GW reactor power ⊕ 6-years data 

✓3% energy resolution ⊕ ~1% energy scale uncertainty assumed
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sin2(2θ12)

δm2

Δm2

sin2(2θ23)

neutrino oscillation precision before & after JUNO… 13

sin2(2θ13)

after JUNO, the “Solar neutrino oscillation” parameters on the <1% level→ the “JUNO sector”? 
(already worth the experiment)

when trying to measure/constrain δCP, all oscillation parameters matter! (Jarlskog invariant: “J”)
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Other Physics Potential of JUNO
•supernova ν (core-collapse& diffused)

•proton decay

•example: p → K+ + anti-ν

•geo-ν’s 

•KamLAND: 30±7 TNU [PRD 88 (2013) 
033001] 

•Borexino: 38.8±12.0 TNU [PLB 722 
(2013) 295] 

•JUNO (preliminary):   
37±10%(stat)±10%(syst)TNU

14

•solar-ν: very demanding radioactivity control (à la Bx)→ possible? 

•atmospheric-ν: possible aid to Mass-Heirarchy? (à la ORCA/PINGU) 

•unique E/L phase-scale explore: non-standard interactions, neutrino decay, etc
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the detector…
 15
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A Medium-Baseline Reactor Neutrino Experiment 16

Yangjiang Taishan

Status under construction under construction

Power/GW 17.4 18.4
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Go 700m Underground 17

ground-breaking ceremony in January 2015
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3D: Experimental Hall 

 

15 

The Underground Detector System of JUNO
•JUNO detector major requirement (MH)

•high precision calorimetry

•largest light yield: ~1.2kPE/MeV

•systematics control (transparent)

•large (reactors @ ~50km)

→ over-designed for all other physics

•~20kt spherical liquid scintillator detector 

•~1.5m of buffer (isolation + optics)

•~15k 20” PMTs → ~80% photocathode

•excellent μ-tracking resolution→9Li+8He

•cylindrical water pool system (surrounding)

•passive shield: radioactivity

•fast-n moderator

•active fast-n detector (p-recoil)

•muon active veto

•further top detector systems

•stopping-muons & fast-neutrons

•→Borexino, DB, DC, KamLAND, SuperK, etc

18
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A Conceptual Design is Formed

energy resolution is a design parameter (or milestone) 

•must reach ~3% @ 1MeV (all terms) 

•highest calorimetry precision in LAND ever 

•huge light yield and maximal transparency  

•highest light collection  

•highest photocathode coverage 

•high detection efficiency PMTs 

•detector uniform response & symmetrical (sphere) 

•low electronics & light noise→ radio-purity 

resolution was far less demanding in past experiments 

 ⇒ “softer” energy spectrum features

19

Figure 4. The example curves for the non-linear model. See text for more explanations.

assumed to be flat. A 50% rate uncertainty is adopted. For a-N background, we expects ⇠6300
events, which is scaled from the KamLAND numbers. The energy spectrum is assumed to be the
same as measured in Daya Bay. A 20% rate uncertainty is adopted. For geoneutrino, we expects
⇠3600 events, which is scaled from the KamLAND. A 10% rate uncertainty is assumed. We took
the theoretical spectrum. For all the backgrounds above, we currently neglect the spectrum shape
related uncertainties.

2.3 Impact of detector energy responses

In order to study the effect of non-linear energy scale uncertainties, we have assumed 3 types of
energy models:

1. Model I:
The non-linear model set by Eq. 2.1, also shown as the blue curve in Fig. 4

2. Model II:
An linear shift in absolute energy scale uncertainty of 1%, sscale = 1%.

3. Model III:
The current preliminary Daya Bay non-linear model.

With the above 3 different energy scale models, we first perform a baseline scan. Fig. 5 shows the
sensitivity evolution with respect to baselines. Depending on the particular energy response models,
best baselines vary between 40km and 60km, which is consistent with other groups’ findings.

Now, let us examine the effect of energy resolution. For energy resolution, we have set up the
following generic model,

DE
E

=

r
a2 +

b2

E
+

c2

E2 . (2.3)

Where DE is the energy resolution at total visible energy E, a is due to energy leakage and detector
non-uniformity, c is due to background and noises and b is the term that depends photo-electron

– 7 –

stochastic term 
(→ ~1200PE/MeV)

•top μ detectors 

•μ-veto detector & radioactivity shield  
•Stainless steel tank or truss 
•Water Cherenkov veto and radioactive 
•Mineral oil or water buffer 
•~15000  20” PMTs coverage: ~80%

non-stochastic terms 
(→systematics)

ν Detector 

(LS) Φ~34.5m
(PMT) Φ~37.5m
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 JUNO detector: two designs…20 Four Structure Options�

��

Acrylic Ball + steel Truss     Balloon + steel tank               Modules + steel tank�

2014/7/28�

Acrylic ball + ST ball�

Main 4 options, but there are 
still several combined 
options. A review was held 
on 7th and 8th of March. 

Yuekun HENG on JUNO meeting 28/07/2014�

•primary design: a ~35m diameter acrylic 
sphere holds the LS 

•stainless truss: mechanical supports to 
acrylic sphere and PMTs 

•water buffer volume 

•designing/improving details and interfaces 
with other components 

•independent FEA calculations

Backup option �

•  Balloon + Acrylic panel + SS
 tank, mixed option 
–  Comparing the original balloon

 option: Replace the rope by acrylic
 panel support, the max stress on
 balloon decrease  from 4.6 Mpa to
 ~ 1 Mpa 

•  Physics  
–  Transparent: ~90%~93% 
–  Dust: exposing time < 33h @ 10000

 level clean room 
–  Leakage: <10 ppm PPO in buffer

 with quenching technique in
 Borexino —> leak rate ~0.05cc/s
 @3.5mbar  

2014/7/28� ���

The LLD-5000 can test ppb level of SF6, 
Which can be used to check the very small leak 
rate. But there is no good way  to find the leak 

point until now. 

Structure of backup option 

PMT and Acrylic support 

Yuekun HENG on JUNO meeting 28/07/2014�

Refer to WANG’s talk�

• backup: a balloon holds the LS 

• acrylic panels (not welded together like the 
sphere) + stainless steel sphere support the 
balloon and PMTs 

• oil/LAB buffer volume 

• leakage and dusts are the serious concerns
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PMT arrangement & photocathode coverage21

1 PMT size 
Acrylic Transparent 
cover 

Plastic caver 

Fixation 

• Thickness of Acrylic Transparent cover: 10mm  

• Diameter of PMT shell: 508mm or 20inch (coverage 

calculation parameter) 

• installation clearance: 5mm 

2 

D: 528mm 

Conceptual explosion proof Structure  of PMT 

PMT shell Acrylic Transparent cover Fixation Plastic cover 

1 Some kinds of arrangement methods 
1.4

m 

2.4
m 

3 

Single PMT Different-size triangle 

3 layers: 180 
Triangles(or 12 
Pentagons and 
20 hexagons) 

regular hexagon Mixed 

Quadrilateral 

Layer-by-layer layout method 
in latitude direction Polyhedral module 

layout method others 

Football 

Volleyball-liked 

module 

6 layers:  720 
Triangles(or 12 
Pentagons and 
110 hexagons) 

9 layers: 1620 
Triangles(or 12 
Pentagons and 
260 hexagons) 

Pentagon 

hexagon 

triangle 4 Summary  

Scheme Acrylic vessel+steel space truss stainless-steel tank + balloon with 

acrylic support 

Arrangement method Layer-by-layer layout method: 

arrange PMT optimally then deleted PMT where bars 

occupied 

9-layers’  module  layout  method: 

272 modules or 1620 installed cells 

Radius & PMT No. Radius has no influence to coverage 
R1: 18.7m   PMT No. : 16918-616    coverage: 77.7 
R2: 19.9m   PMT No. : 19214-616    coverage: 77.9 

Optimal radius: 18.7m 

PMT No. : 16520 

Maximum coverage ~77.9%-2.5%≈75.4% ~76.8% 
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•3%/√E (analytical)
•preliminary simulation
(no readout simulation)

response simulation studies (preliminary)…
•large collaboration effort on high precision simulation (with readout, reconstruction, etc)→ a lot experience

•investigate/optimise detector design & response control 

•(main assumptions) QE @ ~35% + CE @ ~80% + light yield 104kγ/MeV + λatt~20m [@430nm] + geometry

22

LS Buffer Stainless  
Steel

Water

A B C D E

A=17.7m  (LS)
B=(0.12+1.426+0.254)m=1.8m 
C=0.45m
A+B=19.5m (position of PMT sphere center)
A+B+C=19.95m

•both designs (full geometry, including structures)→ energy resolution is plausible (no showstopper) 

•≥1.1kPE/MeV (enough light) [~75% coverage]→ ≤3% (stochastic-only) 

•how about non-stochastic terms contribution? (under heavy investigation)

major effort on high precision energy 
resolution understanding… 

•full optical simulation (✓preliminary)
•full readout simulation (✗→soon)
•full position-reco (✓preliminary)
•full energy-reco (✓preliminary)
•full calibration (✗→soon)

fit: a/√E + b 
(as guideline)
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Visible Energy (MeV)
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control energy resolution→ DC as example… 23

control of response stability

RMS=0.35%
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(extrapolation exercise) how far is ~3% @ 1MeV? 24

Δm312(IO)≠Δm312(NO) ⟹ δ~3% (i.e. δm2/Δm2)

JUNO*

JUNO*

JUNO*

JUNO*

Visible Energy (MeV)

JUNO* [non-stochastic terms like DC]: 3.8% @ 1MeV
JUNO* [non-stochastic 2x DC better]: 3.2% @ 1MeV

JUNO* [non-stochastic 6x DC better]: 2.8% @ 1MeV
JUNO* [1.2kPE/MeV only stochastic]: 2.7% @ 1MeV

not a fit
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JUNO optimised for high precision calorimetry, unlike DC 
(→much feedback from Borexino+DB+DC+KamLAND)
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Calibration System Conceptual Designs
•high precision calorimetry

•critical validation & cross-check

•redundancy & 4π coverage

•natural calibration: fast-n captures (after μ)

•excellent readout behaviour upon μ

•H-n & C-n (all the time & everywhere)

•external calibration source: [0,10]MeV

•radioactive source calibration systems

•z-axis calibration with high precision

•spherical symmetry of response (→chimney)

•rope system (off-z-axis deployment)

•consider versatile system

•guide tube system (off-z-axis deployment)

•boundaries and near boundary regions

•short-lived diffusive radioactive sources

•full volume response map calibration

•UV/blue laser systems

•readout & scintillator monitoring/calibration in situ

25

A-B rope 
synchronous 
motion A

B

Motor A
Motor B

sources

Programable Laser Beam 
splitter Movable along 

central axis

Diffuser ball

Fixed location Fixed location

UV fiber bundle 

Intensity 
monitor

electronics

EXT trigger

sources
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μ tracking & veto design⇒ all BGs linked to μ’s…

•not just a veto, but μ-tracking info→ better control of cosmogenic BG 

•various designs and options for the Top Tracker (TT) 

-OPERA scintillator calorimeters will be moved to JUNO 

-RPCs are being considered 

-other optioncs considered (Ar gas TPCs, NOvA-LS tubes, etc) 

•simulation and design are going through iteration 

•Earth magnetic field shielding is being designed

26

Muon track
Top tracker

Water Pool

Water Pool

Water Pool muon

AD
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Rock muon
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Central Detector muon
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R&D status report…
 27

•large PMT system
•liquid scintillator system
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PMT implosion protection system…28

PMT implosion-proof (2)�
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•  Possible Implosion-proof structure  

•  Next plan 
–  This year: finish the shock wave calculation; compare with inner explosion test: pressure, shock

 wave, liquid flux, fast imaging 

–  Next year: Chain-explosion experiments and check the anti-explosion design; Redo and Finish the
 design of anti-explosion 

2014/7/28� ���

•two groups working on the implosion prevention design 

•calculation and experimentation (navy lab + university lab) 

•(this year) finishing the shock-wave calculation & comparison to data 

•(next year) chain reaction experimentation and iteration (design & experiments)
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MCP-PMTs…

•JUNO PMT plan B: Photonics China PMTs 

•JUNO PMT plan C: new 20” Hamamatsu SBA high QE PMTs

29

1) Using two sets of Microchannel plates (MCPs) to replace the dynode chain
2) Using transmission photocathode (front hemisphere)

and reflection photocathode (back hemisphere)

High photon detection efficiency Single photoelectron Detection Low costˇ ˇ

¾ The new design of a large area PMT

Photon Detection Efficiency: 15% Æ 30%  ;  h~2  at least !

~ 4˭ viewing angle!

1.Insulated trestle table

2.Anode

3.MCP dodule

4.Bracket of the cables

5.Transmission Photocathode

6.Glass shell

7.Reflection Photocathode

8.Glass joint

PD = QETrans*CE +TRPhotoQERef *CE = 30%*70% + 40%*30%*70%= 30%

100%

40%

30%

70%

30%

100%

30%

40%

30% 70%

Transmission rate of the glass: 40%
Quantum Efficiency (QE) :  of Transmission Photocathode 30% ; of Reflection Photocathode 30% ; 

Collection Efficiency (CE)  of MCP : 70%;

JUNO PMT Plan A 
progressing well

3 Plans in Parallel 
by Collaborators

Fully active sphere surface
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PMT R&D: further info… 30

(a few examples)
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MCP-PMT R&D summary… 31

8” MPC-PMT 20” MPC-PMT

prototypes produced? ✓ ✓
glass production ✓ ✓

glass shape optimisation on-going on-going

low background glass soon soon

photocathode uniformity ✓ (under investigation→ quantification)
QE⊗CE estimation ~25% ✓ (goal→ ~35%) ~22% ✓ (goal→ ~35%)

CE estimation ~60% (goal→ ~80%)

MPC status ✓ ✓
MPC location several several

signal optimisation on-going (already reasonable)

T-spread (TTS) <20ns (<5ns)

gain 107 @ ~2kV

single-PE (P/V) ~2.5 (→improving) ~1.7 (goal→>2.5)

linearity studies better than dynode-PMT (→ MPC)

dark noise rate O(5k s-1) O(50k s-1)

JUNO benches @IHEP/@GS ✓/✓ ✓/✗ (not yet)  

status working (not yet @ goals→ ongoing effort)
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MCP-PMT (current knowledge) vs Hamamatsu…  32
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Liquid Scintillator purification (radioactivity & transparency)

•key points about liquid scintillator 

•light yield

•optical transparency

•radioactive purity

•key technique under R&D: purification

•expertise from Borexino on board

•several samples & techniques under 
evaluation

•up to λatt~25m achieved(!!)

33

LAB column purification 
• Packing materials: 

– Al2O3 
• efficient in removing optical impurities 
•  suitable for various LAB samples 
• Radio-impurities in Al2O3 

– SiO2 

– Activated carbon  
– Resin 
– Molecular sieve (13A and 5A) 

 
 

LAB samples from Italy 
• 1st batch: ISORCHEM 113 LAB, HYBLENE 113 LAB 
• 2nd batch: TK L 18 (Egypt) LAB 
• 3rd batch: P500 Q LAB 
• No obvious difference in UV-Vis spectra when purified by Al2O3 

 
Abs A.L. 

ISORCHEM® 113 0.0066 3.99±0.05m 

HYBLENE® 113 0.0013 7.60±0.15m 

南烷厂201307市售LAB 0.0004 ~9m 

Helm LAB, TK L 18 0.0007 12.23±0.50m 

南烷厂201307市售LAB 0.0017 ~9m 

CEPSA PETRELAB 500Q 0.0121 1.8±m 

南烷厂201307市售LAB 0.0014 15.7±0.3m 

•Our Italian, Russian and German collaborators are also doing studies in parallel. 
We all see space for improvements and R&D activities are ongoing

Scintillator purification using an Al2O3 column

Fresh Al2O3
After purification of ⇡3l of
LAB

12 / 22LAB purification methods 
• Column purification  

– Various packing materials 

• Vacuum Distillation (V.D.) 
– Single stage V.D. in the lab at IHEP 
– Multi-stage V.D. in the lab at IHEP 
– Molecular distillation (commercially available) 
– Real boiling point distillation (commercially available) 
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conclusion…

•JUNO unprecedented large & high precision calorimetry liquid scintillator detector

•main physics topics: high precision neutrino oscillation with reactor-ν…

•(atmospheric) Mass-Hierarchy without MSW enhancement (complementary to other approaches)

•(solar) ≤1% high precision solar terms → needed for CP-violation determination (complementarity)

•(non-reactor ν’s) exciting program with unique and leading physics capabilities [→ fantastic detector]

•JUNO international collaboration (since July 2014) & funded in China→ data taking by ~2020

•JUNO R&D (PMTs & scintillator) excellent progress→ consistent with proposed schedule
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